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The Stone Age is three big chunks of time called the Palaeolithic 
Mesolithic and Neolithic . The Stone Age happened 2.6 million years 
ago.The SoneAge was in prehistoric time prehistoric means before 
history was recorded. This text will tell you about.

What did they do for 
jobs?

We’re did they live ?

What did they eat?

Title: What happened to the Caveman dioramas? | Field Museum

We’re did they live?

In the Palaeolithic,they lived in caves they had to keep on moving to catch  and hunt. They made fire to keep wild 
animals out. In the Mesolithic, they had animal skin tents made out of animal  skins. In the Neolithic they had huts 
made out of Wattle and daub witch is made out of water and animal poo. So they have permanent houses.

This is a picture of a cave!

https://www.fieldmuseum.org/sites/default/files/csa77696c.jpg


What did they eat?

In the Palaeolithic era they 
used to hunt for 
mammoths , deer ,bore and 
woolly rhinos . In the 
Palaeolithic Age, they had 
hunter gatherers a hunter 
gatherer is more than one 
hunter hunting together . 
The Stone Age  people 
thought woods ,florists  and 
in rivers  where good places 
to hunt and streams they 
stabbed the spears in the 
stream  hopefully they will 
catch one . Then the 
Neolithic came and they 
started farming. This is a picture of Stone Age tools!

What did they do for jobs?

One of the jobs they did was making tools witch is 
one of the most important jobs because they  have 
to use tools to hunt  for animals . How do they cook 
meat they have to make a fire and put meat  on the 
rack . In the Palaeolithic  age and the Mesolithic  
age they hunted to prepare animal skins this is 
called skinning animals . Every day the Women 
picked berry’s  and nuts .  



Quiz 

Where did they live

Caves tents huts 

Premeds tents 


